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Objectives:

This presentation is a workflow for Suggested tags when an 
uploaded target page lacks a real category. These pages will 
often be marked with a default category, “Media needing 
categories as of <DD Month YYYY>”.

This illustrates how to find or create a category. It also 
shows how to create a Wikidata Infobox and how to link the 
category to Wikidata.

It also shows Wikitext to link from Wikipedia to the media.



Note that: commons:Special:SuggestedTags is a 
shortcut that one can paste into the search bar of any 
Wikimedia project, or any site that uses the MediaWiki 
software and can connect to Wikimedia Commons.

One can also get there by going to 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Special:SpecialPages:



This does
require
scrolling all
the way
down to the
bottom of the
page.



There you will find the link for Suggested tags.



Here is a Suggested
tag that I retrieved
while preparing this
session.

Note that it has
“Categories: Media
needing categories as
of 28 April 2021”.



First, open a new tab in Wikimedia Commons, then
search for an appropriate category. In this case, there

was nothing at the time for  “129th Pennsylvania”.



By checking
Wikipedia,
however, we
are able to find
the relevant
article and go
to Wikidata.



We can
now obtain
the
Wikidata
item
number for
the
suggested
tags.



We can now add
a tag with the
Wikidata item
number as a
custom tag.



Next we can use the “See also” or categories from the
Wikipedia article on the 129th Pennsylvania Infantry
Regiment to search for Commons categories. In this

case, starting to type in “Pennsylvania in the Civil War”
into the search bar yields a relevant result.



Drilling down through the Pennsylvania Civil War
regiments category, we come to the 110th Pennsylvania

Infantry, which we can use as a model for the 129th.



View the Wikitext and copy as a model.

Go to the Commons file and add the new category.

It will initially be a red link. Click on it.



Begin creating the category by pasting the model code
and altering appropriately. Note that that the preview 

will not yet produce a populated Wikidata Infobox.



We again 
retrieve the
Wikidata
item
number,
this time for
the
Wikidata
Infobox.



Add the Wikidata item number by adding the Q number
as the parameter |qid=Q######## to the Wikidata
Infobox template. Save after a successful preview.



We now add the
Commons category as
a property to the
Wikidata item. Later,
there is an automated
process that completes
the association and
removes the qid
parameter from the
Commons category
itself.



We return to the
Suggested tags page
and add any additional
tags, then press
Publish.



Finally, we confirm the
tags.



Adding tags populated the “Items portrayed in this file”
section to the Commons Structured data.



If warranted, one can place the image or a link to the a 
link to the Commons category. For example:

 [[File:(Pennsylvania) Spear, George W - 
129th Infantry, Company D - DPLA – 
853f1b049a666bcd549231239abec416.jpg |
thumb |General Index Car, (Pennsylvania)
Spear, George W - 129th Infantry, 
Company D]]

 {{Commons category|129th Pennsylvania 
Infantry}}1

1 This is typically placed in the External links section, or the last section if there is no 
External links section.


